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ABSTRACT  
 
Despite over 50 years of research, the field of sports nutrition continues to grow at a rapid 
rate. Whilst the traditional research focus was one that centred on strategies to maximize 
competition performance, emerging data in the last decade has demonstrated how both 
macronutrient and micronutrient availability can play a prominent role in regulating those 
cell signalling pathways that modulate skeletal muscle adaptations to endurance and 
resistance training. Nonetheless, in the context of exercise performance, it is clear that 
carbohydrate (but not fat) still remains king and that carefully chosen ergogenic aids (e.g. 
caffeine, creatine, sodium bicarbonate, beta-alanine, nitrates) can all promote performance 
in the correct exercise setting. In relation to exercise training, however, it is now thought 
that strategic periods of reduced carbohydrate and elevated dietary protein intake may 
enhance training adaptations whereas high carbohydrate availability and antioxidant 
supplementation may actually attenuate training adaptation. Emerging evidence also 
suggests that vitamin D may play a regulatory role in muscle regeneration and subsequent 
hypertrophy following damaging forms of exercise. Finally, novel compounds (albeit largely 
examined in rodent models) such as epicatechins, nicotinamide riboside, resveratrol, β-
hydroxy β-methylbutyrate, phosphatidic acid and ursolic acid may also promote or 
attenuate skeletal muscle adaptations to endurance and strength training. When taken 
together, it is clear that sports nutrition is very much at the heart of the Olympic motto, 
Citius, Altius, Fortius (faster, higher, stronger). 
 
 
 
  
1. Introduction into the growing role of sport nutrition  
 
In keeping with the Olympic motto “Citius, Altius, Fortius”, the traditional research focus in 
the field of sports nutrition has been one that has largely centred on those strategies that 
may improve performance on competition day. In this way, over 50 years of research has 
investigated strategies to prepare for competition (e.g. pre-exercise fuelling), promote 
performance during competition (e.g. fluid intake and carbohydrate feeding) and recover 
from competition (e.g. carbohydrate and protein feeding to promote muscle recovery).  
Additionally, many investigators have researched those ergogenic aids that may improve 
exercise performance and/or fatigue through modulating either central or peripheral 
aspects of fatigue. When taken together, it is clear that those competition nutrition 
strategies that focus on sufficient macronutrient intake and ergogenic aids to promote 
energy availability and delay the biochemical determinants of fatigue are now largely based 
on sound scientific evidence. 
 
However, in the last decade of research, accumulating data have now demonstrated a 
potent role of both macro- and micro-nutrient availability in regulating those exercise-
induced cell-signalling pathways that are thought to regulate skeletal muscle adaptations to 
exercise training. As such, both researchers and practitioners alike are now beginning to 
treat “competition nutrition” and “training nutrition” as two separate entities, the former 
having an obvious performance focus but the latter having an adaptive focus. For example, 
in the case of endurance exercise, emerging data suggest that deliberate periods of reduced 
carbohydrate availability (and potentially, high fat availability) can enhance those 
adaptations fundamental to endurance performance including mitochondrial biogenesis, 
increased lipid oxidation and increased fatigue resistance. Similarly, many novel compounds 
are also emerging (albeit from rodent studies) that can also regulate those signalling 
pathways inherent to endurance training adaptations.  In the context of resistance exercise, 
it is also now well known that increased dietary protein is a necessary nutrient to promote 
muscle growth by providing those necessary amino acids to both activate and promote 
muscle protein synthesis.   
 
In the present paper, we review the current developments in sports nutrition by providing a 
narrative that simultaneously discusses traditional and novel strategies that serve to 
enhance exercise performance and training adaptations. We begin by providing an overview 
of the molecular regulation of skeletal muscle adaptations to endurance and resistance 
training and discuss where appropriate, the role of carbohydrate, fat and protein in 
modulating performance and training adaptations. We then proceed to review our latest 
thinking on evidence-based supplements that can promote performance. Finally, we close 
by outlining a variety of potential novel compounds that may also regulate training 
adaptations. 
 
 
 
 
2. Nutrition gene interactions   
 
Multiple molecular pathways are activated by exercise and these pathways have been 
shown to contribute to the adaptive remodelling of skeletal muscle [1, 2]. These same 
pathways are shared with a number of the nutrient sensing mechanisms [3, 4]. This cross-
talk between nutrient sensitive and exercise sensitive pathways opens up the possibility that 
nutrient provision strategies could influence not only acute exercise performance through 
fuelling the activity, but also the magnitude of the adaptive response following a period of 
structured exercise training. In the following sections we will discuss some of these nutrient-
gene interactions and the potential for exploiting these interactions through strategically 
delivered or withheld nutrition to enhance the adaptive stimulus and ultimately to improve 
exercise and athletic performance. 
 
2.1 The molecular regulation of endurance training adaptation. Endurance training is 
typically defined by rhythmically performing relatively low intensity contractions for a 
relatively long period of time [5], however recent studies show that short duration high 
intensity interval training may in fact result in similar adaptations to typical endurance 
exercise [6]. Structured endurance training leads to improvements in fatigue resistance 
partly by altering the phenotype of the skeletal muscle performing the work [7]. At the level 
of the muscle a period of endurance training leads to improvements in blood flow, 
mitochondrial content and an improved ability to extract and utilise oxygen during exercise 
[7]. These adaptive processes are driven by transcriptional changes in response to each bout 
of exercise [2, 8]. The transcriptional changes accumulate over time such that the protein 
expression profile of muscle is changed resulting in an altered phenotype [2, 8]. The 
question then remains as to how contracting skeletal muscle senses the work and conveys 
that signal to a gene expression change, ultimately resulting in improved fatigue resistance. 
 
The answer may lie partly in the metabolite changes in skeletal muscle during contraction. 
Of primary importance for this review are the changes in intramuscular AMP levels, glycogen 
stores and fatty acid flux (Figure 1). AMP is a product of the adenylate kinase reaction which 
works to maintain the ATP:ADP ratio by converting two ADP molecules to one ATP and one 
AMP molecule [9]. The exercise dependent increase in skeletal muscle AMP [10] is thought 
to not only allosterically activate glycolysis [11] but also activate the evolutionary conserved 
fuel gauge protein AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) [12]. When the AMP:ATP ratio 
increases the probability of AMPK being in the AMP bound state increases. This allosterically 
activates AMPK [13] and makes AMPK a more efficient substrate for its upstream kinase 
LKB1, phosphorylation by which leads to full activation of the kinase [14]. Activated AMPK 
phosphorylates and inhibits its downstream substrate Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACC) [12]. 
The inhibition of ACC by AMPK leads to a reduction in the levels of manonyl CoA, which 
allows for the activation of the mitochondrial fatty acid transporter Carnitine 
palmitoyltransferase I (CPT1) allowing for a greater flux of fatty acids into the mitochondria 
for oxidation [15]. In addition to this event exercise induced AMPK is also thought to 
phosphorylate and inhibit the Rab-GAP proteins TBC1D1/TBC1D4 [16-18]. The reduced 
activity of these Rab-GAPs allows for more of the Rabs that control glucose transporter 4 
(GLUT4) translocation to be in the GTP bound state which increases the translocation of 
GLUT4 to the plasma membrane increasing glucose uptake and oxidation [19]. In addition to 
being a direct AMP:ATP ratio sensor, AMPK also has the capacity to be modulated by the 
glycogen storage status of a cell [20]. The β-subunit of AMPK binds to specific branch points 
on glycogen inhibiting the enzyme and preventing it from being phosphorylated by 
upstream kinases [20]. These data suggest that when glycogen is depleted AMPK is more 
active. Indeed substantial experimental evidence in humans supports this. For example, 
when exercise is commenced in the glycogen depleted state the phosphorylation of AMPK is 
greater in the post exercise recovery when muscle glycogen is low [21-23]. Interestingly, in 
rodent studies when exercise occurs in the low glycogen state AMPK nuclear content is 
increased [24]. Partly through these mechanisms the exercise dependent increases in 
AMP:ATP ratio and depletion of glycogen lead to a co-ordinated metabolic response, partly 
through AMPK activation, which increases substrate uptake and oxidation to fuel the activity 
(Figure 1). 
 
AMPK also plays a key role in controlling running capacity and certain adaptive processes in 
response to endurance exercise training [25, 26]. In a feed forward fashion AMPK can 
translocate to the nucleus [24, 27] where it regulates Histone de-aceytlases, transcription 
factors and transcriptional co-activators such as histone deacetylase 5 (HDAC5), myocyte 
enhancing factor 2 (MEF2) and peroxisome proliferator activated receptor-γ co-activator-1α 
(PGC-1α) respectively (Figure 1) [28-30]. The AMPK dependent regulation of HDAC5 leads to 
the nuclear export of this de-acetylase [30]. HDAC5 functions to acetylate histones, causing 
the chromatin to be wound tighter restricting the access of transcription factors to promoter 
regions [31]. The nuclear export of HDAC5 therefore leads to a relaxation of the chromatin 
and in an unknown manner leads to increases in transcription of GLUT4 [30]. The AMPK 
dependent phosphorylation of PGC-1α additionally is associated with an increase in the 
expression of mitochondrial genes [28]. As we mentioned PGC-1α acts as a transcriptional 
co-activator where it moderates the activity of multiple transcription factors including the 
PPAR’s (PPAR-γ, PPAR-α and PPAR-δ), mitochondrial transcription factor A (TFAM), nuclear 
respiratory factors 1/2 (NRF1/2) and estrogen related receptor-α (ERR-α) (Figure 1) [32]. The 
PPAR’s are also of interest with regard to nutritional interventions as they are sensitive to 
changes in fatty acid levels in that increased free fatty acid (FFA) availability leads to 
increases in the activity of these transcription factors which control the expression of FFA 
metabolism genes [33]. 
 
2.2. Is carbohydrate still king? 
The principle of ensuring adequate carbohydrate (CHO) availability to promote exercise 
performance is the foundation of which contemporary sports nutrition practices have 
typically been built upon.  Indeed, the importance of muscle glycogen as a determinant of 
exercise capacity was first recognized as early as the late 1960s with the introduction of the 
muscle biopsy technique into exercise physiology research [34]. Since this landmark study, a 
wealth of studies conducted over the next 40 years unequivocally confirmed that high pre-
exercise muscle glycogen stores (i.e. >500 mmol.kg-1 dw) can improve endurance and team 
sport performance in those instances where exercise duration is >60-90 minutes [35]. As 
such, elite athletes are now advised to consume at least 6-12 g/kg body mass of CHO in the 
24-36 h prior to competition so as to adequately “CHO load” for competition day [36]. 
 
In addition to high endogenous pre-exercise muscle glycogen stores, it is widely accepted 
that exogenous CHO feeding during exercise also improves physical, cognitive and technical 
elements of performance [37]. Whereas it was generally accepted that exogenous CHO 
oxidation rates were thought to be limited at approximately 1 g/min due to saturation of 
intestinal glucose transporters, it is now known that exogenous CHO oxidation rates can 
increase to 1.8 g/min with the addition of sucrose or fructose to the CHO blend [38].  When 
taken together, it is currently thought that CHO feeding during exercise may therefore 
augment exercise performance via multiple mechanisms consisting of muscle glycogen 
sparing [39], liver glycogen sparing [40] and maintenance of plasma glucose and CHO 
oxidation rates [41]. It is noteworthy, however, that exogenous CHO feeding during exercise 
also improves performance when exercise duration is <60 minutes [42], an effect that is not 
apparent when glucose is directly infused to the bloodstream during exercise [43]. Such data 
suggest that CHO feeding may also improve exercise performance via non-metabolic effects 
but through direct effects on the central nervous system [44].  To this end, the last decade 
of research has resulted in a growing body of literature demonstrating that simply “rinsing” 
CHO in the oral cavity (for 10-second periods every 5-10 minutes during exercise) is also 
ergogenic to performance [45], an effect that is independent of sweetness [46] and that is 
especially apparent in the absence of a pre-exercise CHO meal [47] and low pre-exercise 
muscle glycogen [48]. 
 
The conventional approach to CHO fuelling during exercise is to consume 6-8% CHO 
beverages, although relying solely on this approach does not allow for flexibility in terms of 
individual variations in body mass or actual fluid requirements given variations in ambient 
conditions [49]. As such, many athletes rely on a CHO fuelling approach that is based on a 
combination of solids (e.g. bars), semi-solids (e.g. gels) and fluids (e.g. sports drinks) so as to 
collectively meet their personalized exogenous CHO targets, typically in the region of 30-90 
g/h depending on exercise duration [38]. Nevertheless, although there is little difference in 
exogenous CHO oxidation rates (albeit in fluid matched conditions) between the 
aforementioned sources [50, 51], it is noteworthy that many athletes experience 
gastrointestinal discomfort when attempting to hit these targets, possibly related to 
extreme differences in osmolality between commercially available CHO gels [52] as well as 
the presence of fibre, fat and protein in energy bars [53].  As such, it is now advised that 
athletes should clearly practice their approach to in-competition fuelling during those 
training sessions of similar intensity and duration as competition [54]. 
 
Although CHO guidelines for competition are now generally accepted, considerable 
controversy exists as to the optimal targets of endogenous and exogenous CHO availability 
for which to adhere to during both moderate and intensive training periods.  Indeed, whilst 
both low endogenous [55] and exogenous [56] CHO availability can undoubtedly impair 
training intensity, accumulating data have now demonstrated a potent effect of reduced 
carbohydrate availability in modulating those acute exercise-induced increase in cell 
signalling and gene expression responses that regulate endurance training adaptations [57, 
58].  In this regard, we and others have collectively observed that reducing endogenous 
and/or exogenous CHO availability during short-term (e.g. 3-10 week) endurance training 
increases mitochondrial enzyme activity and protein content [55, 59, 60] increases both 
whole body [55] and intramuscular lipid oxidation [61] and in some instances, improves 
exercise capacity [62, 63]. These data have therefore led to the innovative “train-low (or 
smart), compete-high” model surmising that athletes deliberately complete a portion of 
their training programme with reduced CHO availability so as to augment training 
adaptation but yet always ensure high CHO availability prior to and during competition in an 
attempt to promote maximal performance [64]. The augmented training response observed 
with training-low strategies are currently thought to be regulated via the enhanced 
activation of upstream cell signalling kinases including both AMPK [23] and p38MAPK [65] 
that ultimately converge on the downstream regulation of key transcription factors and co-
activators such as PGC-1α [66], p53 [21] and PPARδ [24] (Figure 1). In this way, training with 
low CHO availability thereby leads to a co-ordinated up-regulation of both the nuclear and 
mitochondrial genomes. 
 
Despite the theoretical rationale for the training-low paradigm, potential pitfalls to long-
term training with low CHO availability include perturbations to immune function [67] 
impaired training intensity [55], reduced ability to oxidise exogenous CHO during 
competition [68] and increased muscle protein oxidation [69].  As such, many challenges 
remain as to how best to periodise train-low into an elite athlete’s training programme 
without increasing the risk of the aforementioned maladaptive responses. At present, 
research studies examining the efficacy of train-low strategies have largely adopted fasted 
training protocols [60], protein only sessions [70], training twice per day models [62] 
reducing CHO intake in the post-exercise period [71] and most recently, both sleeping and 
training (i.e. sleep low-train low models) on the subsequent morning with reduced CHO 
intake [21, 72].  Ultimately, the simplest advice at present may be to adopt the practical 
concept of “fuelling for the work required” in that completing pre-determined training 
workloads that can be readily performed with reduced muscle glycogen and without 
exogenous CHO feeding may represent a strategic approach for which to implement day-to-
day nutrient-exercise periodization protocols.  Alternatively, when the goals of the training 
session are to complete the highest workload possible, then adequate CHO should be 
provided in the 24 h period prior to and during the specific training session. Despite many 
unanswered questions to the precise molecular mechanisms underpinning the enhanced 
training adaptations associated with training-low as well as optimal practical application 
models, it is now readily apparent that we can no longer think of CHO as a simple fuel source 
of which, depletion causes of fatigue. Rather, we must now add the term of ‘training 
regulator’ to its known functions. 
 
 
Figure 1. Overview of the molecular signalling pathways activated in skeletal muscle in 
response to endurance exercise. Contraction results in alterations in AMP, Ca2+ and NAD 
which activate numerous cellular energy sensing proteins (AMPK, CaMKII, p38 MAPK, 
SIRT1). These signalling proteins converge on the transcriptional co-activator PGC-1α 
which leads to increases in mitochondrial biogenesis through the activation of numerous 
nuclear transcription factors (TFAM, PPARs, NRF1/2, ERRα). Carbohydrate restriction 
and/or glycogen depletion during exercise leads to further enhances in mitochondrial 
biogenesis through increased activity of AMPK, p38 and SIRT1. In addition, the small 
compounds epicatechins, nicotinamide riboside (NR) and resveratrol have all been 
suggested to enhance endurance-training responses in skeletal muscle through a number 
of signalling pathways (blue). 
 
 
2.3 Adaptation to high fat diets and exercise performance.  
 
Endurance athletes develop a high capacity to fuel exercise via fat oxidation as an 
adaptation to their training.  However, there have been cycles of interest in strategies that 
can further up-regulate the contribution of fat as a substrate for exercise; specifically, the 
chronic consumption of a low-carbohydrate, high-fat (LCHF) diet.  Models have included 
moderate (<20% of energy) to extreme (< 50 g/d) carbohydrate restriction, with fat 
increasing to ~65% or ~80% of energy respectively [73].  Such regimens, which should not be 
confused with other popular high-protein, CHO-reduced diets such as the Paleo Diet, have 
claimed benefits to sports performance via an enhanced exercise utilisation of the relatively 
large body fat stores as well as other effects from chronic adaptation to high levels of 
circulating ketones (“keto-adaptation”) [74]. 
 
Original interest in LCHF for sports performance stemmed from an 1983 study which 
measured exercise capacity in 5 well-trained cyclists before and after 4 weeks of a ketogenic 
LCHF diet [75]. Despite conditions that should have favoured a benefit to endurance 
(additional 4 weeks of training, overnight fasting and water only during cycling, very 
moderate intensity ~60% VO2max workloads), there was no mean improvement in time to 
exhaustion over the baseline values completed with a high carbohydrate diet. Moreover, the 
results were skewed by a large increase in endurance in one subject, and the authors also 
noted that the enhanced utilisation of fat and sparing of carbohydrate at moderate intensity 
was “a limitation of the intensity of exercise that can be performed” and a “throttling of 
function near VO2max” [75]. 
 
During the period from 1995-2005, researchers from a number of laboratories examined the 
effect of non-ketogenic LCHF diets on exercise/sports performance [73].  Results confirmed 
the lack of a clear effect on performance despite marked changes in ability to utilise fat, but 
identified some scenarios, such as submaximal exercise carried out with depleted muscle 
glycogen stores, in which some benefits might be observed.  The finding that shifts in 
substrate utilisation during exercise occurred in as little as 5 days of exposure to the LCHF 
paved the way for a further series of studies in which athletes first undertook such “fat 
adaptation”, then restored carbohydrate availability just before and during an exercise bout 
with the intention of promoting performance via optimized contributions of both fat and 
carbohydrate pathways [73].  Here, it should be noted that a shift in measurements of 
respiratory exchange ratio during exercise, which are often used to mark shifts in substrate 
utilization, can reflect the prevailing availability of substrate rather than a true adaptation in 
the muscle.  However, several studies confirmed that exposure to the LCHF diet achieved a 
robust alteration to regulatory factors in fat utilisation; changes include an increase in 
muscle triglyceride stores, increased activity of hormone sensitive lipase [HSL] which 
mobilizes triglycerides in muscle and adipose tissue, and increases in key fat transport 
molecules such as fatty acid translocase [FAT-CD36] and Carnitine Palmitoyl Transferase 
(CPT) [76]. Furthermore, the increases in fat utilisation during exercise persisted in the face 
of abundant carbohydrate supplies. However, again, these investigations failed to find 
evidence of universal performance benefits, but uncovered mechanisms to explain 
metabolic changes in the muscle as well as information on scenarios in which fat adaptation 
might be useful/benign and those in which it would, in fact, impair sports performance 
[73].   
 
A landmark study investigated the effect of fat adaptation and carbohydrate restoration on 
a real-life simulation of sports performance which involved the completion of a 100 km 
cycling time trial during which subjects were required to complete “sprints” at intensities of 
>90% peak power output [77]. Although the overall result was a (non-significant) benefit of ~ 
3 min in the control trial, the striking outcome was the observation that the cyclist’s ability 
to exercise at higher intensities was impaired following the fat-adaptation strategy.  A 
separate investigation completed around the same time provided the unifying mechanistic 
explanation of all the previous literature: chronic intake of the LCHF diet specifically impairs 
rather than spares glycogen utilisation during exercise by reducing glycogenolysis and 
reducing the active form of pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDHa) to down-regulate the entry of 
carbohydrate into the citric acid cycle [78]. This finding elicited the opinion that the LCHF 
had little role to play in the preparation of competitive athletes since it would likely impair 
their capacity for the high-intensity exercise that is a pre-requisite for success in the majority 
of conventional sports [79]. 
 
A renewed and fervent interest in the ketogenic version of the LCHF has recently emerged, 
supported by peer-reviewed summaries of theoretical claims for health and sports 
performance [74], but largely promoted by the phenomenon of social media.  While this 
merits further examination, it is difficult to make different conclusions in the absence of new 
data.  However, it has been noted that a further frustration around this topic is a relentless 
misrepresentation of the current sports nutrition guidelines by proponents of the LCHF 
movement [73].  Rather than promoting “high carbohydrate diets for all athletes”, both the 
guidelines and the practices of contemporary sports nutritionists have moved away from 
such a universal message. Instead they promote an individualized and periodized approach 
to avoid unnecessary and excessive intake of carbohydrate per se, to optimise training 
outcomes via modification of the timing, amount and type of carbohydrate-rich foods and 
drinks to balance periods of low and high carbohydrate availability and to adopt well-
practiced competition strategies that provide appropriate carbohydrate availability 
according to the needs and opportunities provided by the event and individual experience 
[73] [see section 2.2]. Further research is needed to continue to evolve these models, 
including examination of scenarios in which the LCHF diet may be beneficial or at least not 
detrimental to sports performance.    
 
 
2.4 The molecular regulation of resistance training adaptation. Resistance training is 
typically defined as performing relatively high intensity contractions against an external 
resistance for a relatively short period of time [5]. Resistance exercise is usually performed 
utilising weights and is used as an adjunct to almost all sports with some sports such as 
Olympic weight lifting or para-power lifting performing the same or variations of the lifts in 
training as in the sport. In other sports such as rugby, weight lifting is used to add/maintain 
functional weight to the athlete and improve power on sport specific tasks is critical. An 
appropriately structured resistance training program will lead to improved strength partly 
through improvements in muscle mass [80]. An individual’s strength is highly, but not wholly 
dependent upon muscle mass [81, 82]. Resistance exercise builds muscle mass by increasing 
the remodelling of muscle proteins and by sensitising the skeletal muscle protein synthesis 
machinery to subsequent meals [83]. As with endurance exercise, nutrition can play a critical 
role in augmenting the adaptive stimulus that comes from resistance exercise [84]. Whilst 
endurance exercise adaptations are believed to be driven primarily by transcriptional 
responses [2, 8], the muscle growth adaptation to resistance exercise is driven primarily by 
changes in translation, in particular by increases in mRNA activity (protein produced per unit 
of mRNA) [85-87]. The multi-protein complex mechanistic Target of Rapamycin Complex 1 
(mTORC1) is a key controller of protein synthesis through the control that it exerts on mRNA 
activity via increasing protein translation initiation [88] (Figure 2). 
 
The mechanically sensitive pathways that respond to loading across the muscle to increase 
MPS converge with those that respond to increases in intracellular amino acid 
concentrations and insulin at mTORC1 [88] (Figure 2). mTORC1 is well defined as essential to 
loading induced muscle growth in rodents [89] and stimulus induced increases in MPS in 
humans [90, 91]. Activation of mTORC1 is required for increases in protein synthesis with 
amino acids [90] and resistance exercise [91]. When mTORC1 activity [89] or the activity of 
its down stream target p70S6K1 [92, 93] are impaired then muscle mass is impinged. It 
therefore is logical to assume that increases in muscle protein synthesis could be enhanced 
by enhancing the activation of mTORC1. This can be achieved nutritionally in several ways, 
1) with high quality protein or essential amino acids and 2) with carbohydrate driven 
increases in insulin. 
 
The activity of the catalytic component of mTORC1, mTOR, against its substrates is highly 
dependent upon the formation of the mTOR complex. This complex consists of a number of 
different proteins, mTOR, GbetaL, raptor, GTP bound Rheb in addition to an apparent 
required association with lysosomal membranes [94]. Furthermore, mTORC1 has a number 
of repressors, which must be dissociated from the complex to allow it to become active, 
such as PRAS40 and DEPTOR [94]. Finally the amino acid sensitive lipid kinase hVPS34 also 
plays a key role in mTORC1 activation [95] as does the MAPK family member MAP4K3 [96] 
(Figure 2). Cell based work has shown that this amino acid sensing system is incredibly 
sensitive with an ~7% increase in intracellular leucine leading to 50% maximal activation of 
mTORC1 [97]. Furthermore, only a fraction of maximal mTORC1 activity (~30%) is required 
to fully saturate muscle protein synthesis [98, 99]. The amino acid sensing by mTORC1 also 
seems to be driven not by extracellular, but instead by intracellular amino acid 
concentrations [100]. The mechanisms by which this occurs are incredibly complex and not 
yet fully defined. However, some key events seem to relate to the GTP loading status of a 
number of GTPases. Through an unknown mechanism the GTPase activity of the RagGTPases 
(RagA/B and RagC/D) is sensitive to the intracellular amino acid content [101]. When amino 
acids are above a certain threshold these Rags dimerise with the correct GTP loading status 
in such a way as to allow mTORC1 complex assembly [101]. As we mentioned the amino acid 
induced activation of mTORC1 is distinct from the mechanical activation of mTORC1, which 
again is not yet fully defined, but is thought to be dependent upon the secondary messenger 
phosphatidic acid (PA) derived from diacylglycerol kinase (DGK) [102]. Because the 
mechanically sensitive pathways and the resistance exercise pathways are distinct, 
consuming essential amino acids following resistance exercise significantly activates 
mTORC1 above resistance exercise alone [103]. We have known for several decades that 
consuming essential amino acids in close proximity to resistance exercise can enhance the 
protein synthetic response in the skeletal muscle [104] and we now know that ~20g of high 
quality protein in the fasted [105] or fed [106] state is sufficient to saturate the protein 
synthetic response following resistance exercise in young men. Furthermore 
supplementation of protein during a program of resistance training is well proven to 
enhance lean mass/muscle gains [84].  
 
The key trigger for the protein feeding induced increases in MPS seems to be the leucine 
content of the digested protein [107] and possibly the leucine metabolite HMB (β-Hydroxy 
β-methylbutyrate) [108]. Both of which activate mTORC1 in human skeletal muscle when 
consumed [108]. It therefore seems that amino-acids and resistance exercise enhance MPS 
via a dual effect on increasing mTORC1 activity (Figure 2). However, not all stimuli that 
activate mTORC1 lead to improved protein synthesis. As we mentioned earlier, carbohydrate 
driven increases in insulin may increase mTORC1 activity. However, when insulin is infused 
to supra-physiological levels mTORC1 is potently activated without a concomitant increase 
in muscle protein synthesis [99]. So while the data are clear that mTORC1 is required for 
load-induced growth [89], resistance exercise [91] and feeding [90], it is still very unclear if 
manipulating mTORC1 above what occurs physiologically will lead to enhanced muscle 
growth.  
 
 
2.5. New/Underexplored areas in protein nutrition?  
 
A key question in the sports nutrition field has always been, “how much protein do I need to 
maximise muscle growth?” Several protein dose response studies have demonstrated that 
~20g of high quality protein (egg white protein or whey protein) following resistance 
exercise with a small amount of muscle mass (single leg training) is sufficient to maximally 
stimulate MPS in the trained leg [105, 106]. These studies have gone a long way to 
optimising post exercise nutrition. However, no study has assessed if increasing the amount 
of muscle mass worked, or if the size of the individual, plays any role in the protein 
requirements post exercise. Recently however, work from Stu Phillips laboratory has 
retrospectively analysed a series of studies on muscle protein synthesis (MPS) in an attempt 
to identify if maximum rates are dependent upon body mass. This retrospective analysis has 
suggested that the optimal dose of protein post exercise in healthy young men may be best 
quantified in a g/kg basis or even a g/kg lean mass basis with ~0.25 g/kg body mass and 0.25 
g/kg lean mass appearing to elicit the maximum rates of MPS [109]. 
 
In addition to the benefits of consuming high quality proteins on muscle mass and exercise 
recovery, foods rich in high quality protein also tend to be rich in other nutrients [110]. 
These other nutrients can potentially have benefits beyond the protein content [110]. In 
particular dairy protein sources, due to the high calcium content has been lauded for this 
reason [111]. Additionally, a number of studies have highlighted the benefits of milk-based 
protein, particularly whey, over plant based proteins for stimulating muscle protein 
synthesis [112]. This finding is thought to be due to the higher leucine content of whey. 
However, an area that has been highly speculated about, but very underexplored is the 
possibility of digested peptides from ingested proteins having beneficial, biological activities 
[113]. Milk based proteins in particular can be digested via gastrointestinal peptidases to 
tryptophan containing peptides, which in cell and biochemical based assays can have 
biological activities which may positively impact human physiology from blood pressure 
control to satiation [114]. Finally, protein-containing foods also contain fat and the role that 
the fat fraction plays in regulating the feeding response to the protein is very underexplored. 
For instance, whole milk consumed after resistance exercise may be more effective at 
stimulating amino acid incorporation into skeletal muscle than fat free milk [115]. These 
points demonstrate that, for the field of protein nutrition, there is still much to do to 
optimise the source and quantity of protein to support human health and performance.  
 
 
 
Figure 2. Overview of the molecular signalling pathways activated in skeletal muscle in 
response to resistance exercise. Resistance exercise increases protein synthesis in skeletal 
muscle via 3 distinct processes that converge on the protein kinase mTOR. Insulin/IGF1 is 
thought to activate mTOR through AKT mediated phosphorylation of TSC1/2 and PRAS40. 
In parallel, mechanical loading of skeletal muscle activates mTOR through the generation 
of phosphatidic acid in addition to unknown mechanisms. Finally, mTOR is activated 
through an amino acid pathway via the activation of VPS34, MAP4K3 and the Rag A-D 
proteins. The small compounds HMB, PA and ursolic acid (UA) have all been suggested to 
enhance resistance-training responses in skeletal muscle through a number of signalling 
pathways (blue). 
 
 
3. Traditional Sports Supplements – the ones that still work in 2015  
 
Although supplements are still an integral part of an elite athletes daily routine [116, 117] 
there is a growing shift in priorities with many athletes now adopting a “food first” 
approach. Given the risk of supplement contamination and the potential for failed drug tests 
[118] supplements are now often only given when there is a clear rationale for their use 
combined with the availability of independently drug-tested products. It is beyond the scope 
of this review to cover all supplements therefore the most popular ones are categorized 
according to the level of evidence supporting their benefit and summarized in Table 1. 
Supplements have been divided into those claimed to increase endurance performance, 
strength/size adaptions or boost general health. There is however considerable evidence 
behind the effectiveness of caffeine, creatine, nitrates, beta alanine, antioxidants and 
vitamin D and therefore these have been given special consideration. 
 
Table 1. Summary of some of the most common supplements grouped as Green – Strong 
evidence of a performance effect, Amber – moderate or emerging evidence or Red – Lack 
of evidence, high risk of contamination and/or currently prohibited by WADA based upon 
authors interpretation of the existing published literature. 
 
 Green Amber Red 
Endurance Caffeine 
Carbohydrate Gels/drinks 
Beta-alanine 
Beetroot Juice 
Sodium Bicarb/Citrate 
Antioxidants 
Taurine 
Cherry Active 
L-Carnitine 
Ephedrine 
Methylhaxanemine 
Herbal Supplements 
Citruline Malate 
L-Arginine 
Synephrine 
Strength/Size Creatine 
Protein  
 
Leucine 
BCAAs 
 
ZMA 
Anything ‘Anabolic’ 
Testosterone 
Boosters 
Herbal Supplements 
Colostrum 
Health Probiotics 
Electrolytes 
Vitamin D 
 
Vitamin C 
Multi Vitamin 
Glucosamine 
Quercetin 
Glutamine 
Fish Oil 
Collagen 
Magnesium 
Herbal Supplements 
 
 
 
Caffeine, tri-methyl xanthine, is a naturally occurring compound in plant foods which has 
been used for many centuries across many cultures to promote well-being and work 
capacity. Today, about 90 percent of adults regularly consume commonly available dietary 
sources such as coffee, tea and cola or energy drinks for a mixture of social, cultural and 
lifestyle enhancement reasons [119]. Meanwhile, athletes have more than 500 peer-
reviewed publications and entire textbooks [119] to guide their more specific use of 
caffeinated sports products and functional foods (including gum, gels, confectionery and 
drinks) to achieve sporting goals [120]. The most relevant of caffeine's many 
pharmacological and physiological effects as an adenosine receptor antagonist and modifier 
of muscle contractility is the reduced perception of effort, fatigue or pain associated with 
exercise [120]. Recent changes to knowledge and practice around caffeine and sports 
performance include recognition that benefits apply across a large range of sports (high-
intensity events of 1-60 min, endurance/ultra-endurance events and team/racket/combat 
sports with intermittent efforts) [121].  Caffeine may also enhance training outcomes, 
especially when used to allow the athlete to train harder during key sessions that are 
deliberately fatiguing [122] (for example when training in a low carbohydrate state as 
discussed in section 2.2). A range of protocols involving small-moderate doses of caffeine (3 
mg/kg) before and during the event, according to practical considerations and athlete 
experience, may be used [119, 121]. Following its 2004 removal from the WADA Prohibited 
List, caffeine can be considered safe, effective and legal when used according to established 
and practiced protocols. Athletes should avoid risky and unnecessary practices such as 
taking unnecessarily high doses and/or mixing caffeine with other stimulants. Furthermore, 
evolving confirmation of genetic and other sources of individual variability in caffeine 
metabolism provides support for the well-known observations that some athletes are low-
responders [123] to caffeine or suffer side effects. 
 
 
 
Creatine is an amino acid derived metabolite found predominantly in skeletal muscle from 
both endogenous synthesis and dietary intake (meat).  Since 1992, when the first scientific 
publication regarding creatine supplementation [124] aligned with testimonials regarding its 
use by successful athletes from the Barcelona Olympic Games, creatine sales and science 
have both flourished.  Muscle creatine stores are elevated by ~ 20% to a threshold level by 
oral creatine supplementation, either by loading protocols (5 d @ 20 g/d in split doses) or by 
longer periods (~4 weeks) of a maintenance dose (~3 g/d) [125]. Despite the marketing of 
exotic creatine compounds, creatine monohydrate remains an effective form of 
supplemental creatine, with muscle uptake being optimized by its co-ingestion with 
carbohydrate [125].  By increasing the muscle phosphocreatine reservoir, creatine 
supplementation can enhance the rapid regeneration of ATP during brief high-intensity 
exercise bouts, particularly when they are repeated with short recovery intervals.  This can 
acutely benefit the performance of sports involving such work patterns (e.g. team sports), as 
well as chronically enhance the athlete’ capacity to undertake training sessions of this 
nature (e.g. resistance or interval training) [125].  Although creatine loading is most 
associated with sports involving increased muscle mass, strength, power or intermittent 
activity, other less well-explored actions on cellular osmolarity (e.g. increases in gene 
expression and glycogen storage) may extend its value to other sports or exercise scenarios 
[126].  Creatine supplementation may have important clinical roles and benefits to ageing 
populations [127].  Despite publicity around safety aspects, careful studies of established 
creatine supplementation protocols have not found evidence of increased health risks4 and 
have reported reduced rather than increased prevalence of muscle damage or impaired 
thermoregulation associated with exercise [128]. 
 
 
 
Beetroot juice (BJ) has become a recent addition to the athlete’s armoury of evidence-based 
supplements, with commercial preparations providing a safe, cost-effective and reliable 
source of inorganic nitrate in countries where the use of sodium nitrate is not permitted 
[129].  Both acute (2.5 h pre-exercise) and chronic (6 d) of intake of ~ 8 mmol of dietary 
nitrate has been shown to increase plasma nitrate concentrations and increase the capacity 
of the nitrate-nitrite-NO pathway to produce NO2. In addition to a number of health and 
benefits in clinical populations, enhanced NO availability appears to be responsible for 
improved exercise capacity via mechanisms including an increase in oxygen economy and 
direct effects on muscle contractility [130].  However, the situations in which this results in 
benefits to sports performance are presently unclear, particularly in the case of elite 
athletes who seem to be less responsive to nitrate supplementation protocols [131, 
132].   Reasons for this observation include a greater dietary nitrate intake and/or greater 
capacity for arginine-derived production of NO in highly trained individuals, as well as better 
genetic and training-supported characteristics in the muscle, which enhance oxygen delivery 
and buffer metabolic acidosis, thus reducing the conditions under which the nitrate-nitrite-
NO pathway may be important [130].  Nevertheless, there seems good evidence that 
nitrate/BJ supplementation can enhance sports performance in moderate caliber athletes 
and individuals among elite athlete populations [130], with emphasis on adequate 
supplementation protocols and sports or scenarios which rely on the recruitment of the less-
oxidative type II muscle fibres, and local or environmental conditions of hypoxia or acidosis 
(e.g. exercise at high altitude, sports involving high-intensity exercise or involvement of a 
small muscle mass) [131, 132].    
 
 
 
Sodium bicarbonate. Performance of sports requiring high rates of energy production from 
anaerobic glycolysis is often limited by excessive accumulation of hydrogen ions (H+) in the 
muscle. This includes sustained high-intensity events lasting 1-7 minutes, but also sports 
involving repeated sprints (e.g team sports) or longer (30-60 min) sustained efforts just 
below the “lactate threshold” in which there are surges in pace.  Supplements that enhance 
intracellular and/or extracellular buffering capacity may benefit these sports by managing 
the progressive increase in intracellular acidosis. 
  
The extracellular anion bicarbonate largely manages pH and electrolyte gradients between 
intra and extracellular environments.  Acute ingestion of dietary bicarbonate, if it achieves a 
meaningful albeit temporary increase in blood bicarbonate concentrations and pH, can 
enhance extracellular disposal of the H+ efflux from the working muscle.  Typical protocols 
involve intake of 300 mg/kg BM of bicarbonate, 1-2 hours prior to the targeted exercise 
[133].  Powered sodium bicarbonate is a cheap and widely available household product, but 
alternative forms include pharmaceutical urinary alkalizers used for discomfort relief with 
urinary tract infections [133].  
  
A comprehensive meta-analysis of the lengthy history of bicarbonate supplementation and 
sports performance found a moderate (1.7 ± 2.0%, 90%CL) enhancement of a single 1-
minute sprint in male athletes with the typical protocol [134].  This increases by ~0.5% 
(±0.5%) with a larger (+0.1 mg/kg) dose or five extra sprint bouts, and reduces by a similar 
magnitude with each 10-fold increase in test duration (e.g. 1-10 minutes) or 
females.  Gastrointestinal disturbances often occur with bicarbonate use, but can be 
managed by consuming the dose in a split protocol with the intake of a small meal/snack 
[135]. 
  
 
Beta-alanine. More recently, muscle concentrations of the dipeptide carnosine have been 
shown to respond to supplementation with β-alanine, the rate-limiting precursor for 
carnosine synthesis. The optimal loading protocol is unknown but intakes of 3-6 g/d for 4-12 
weeks increase this intracellular buffer by 50-85% [136].  To date, no threshold for carnosine 
concentrations has been found, but a daily intake of ~ 1.2 g appears to maintain muscle 
carnosine elevations and a return to baseline may require 6-20 weeks of supplement 
withdrawal [137].  Dietary beta-alanine includes meat from animals that are highly 
anaerobic (e.g. breast meat from poultry) or live in hypoxic environments (e.g. 
whale).  Supplementation with doses > 800 mg of purified b-alanine is associated with 
symptoms of paresthesia (skin tingling), but this sometimes unpleasant side-effect can be 
managed with slow-release tablets or spreading doses over the day [136].  Theoretically this 
chronically applied supplement can enhance the performance of a single competition, but 
also support the training process.  Indeed, review of the accumulating literature shows some 
support for the benefits of beta-alanine supplementation on high-intensity exercise and a 
potential additive effect when combined with bicarbonate supplementation. However, 
further work is needed to define specific applications including targeted sporting events, 
benefits to elite vs recreational athletes, and whether other muscle carnosine actions such 
as Ca handling are also responsible [138]. 
   
 
Vitamin D. Over the past decade interest in Vitamin D has exploded. The reason for this 
increase in interest is partly due to the re-emergence of the debilitating bone disease 
rickets, but also due to a better understanding of the many biological roles of this 
‘prohormone’. It is now known that many tissues in the human body express the vitamin D 
receptor suggesting that Vitamin D (or more specifically active vitamin D metabolites) play a 
fundamental physiological role that have previously been somewhat ignored [reviewed by 
139]. It is now clear that both innate and acquired immune function, cardiovascular health 
and even muscle growth and repair may be regulated by vitamin D. This emerging 
knowledge, combined with a plethora of research suggesting that many athletes are vitamin 
D deficient [140], largely due to a sun-shy lifestyle and poor dietary sources of vitamin D, 
even those living in sunny climates [141] has resulted in vitamin D being one of the most 
widely supplemented vitamins in sports nutrition. 
 
It must be stressed that direct evidence indicating a performance enhancing effect of 
vitamin D in athletic populations is at best equivocal [142]. Whilst some studies have shown 
improved markers of muscle function the majority have failed to show any meaningful 
effects. Perhaps the main reason for the discrepancies lies with the baseline vitamin D 
concentration. Classification of vitamin D deficiency is complex and subject to significant 
debate. Currently the US Institute of Medicine state that >50nmol/L is sufficient although 
many leading researchers seriously question this as being too conservative [143, 144]. In our 
laboratory, we have reported detrimental effects on muscle function when concentrations 
are below 30nmol/L [140] with no performance enhancing effects of vitamin D supplements 
if the starting concentration is around 50nmol/L [145]. In terms of a supplemental dose, the 
EFSA have recently stated that 4000iU is the maximum dose that should be used which we 
have also shown to be an effective dose in correcting deficiencies [146].  Recent work from 
our group [147] has also demonstrated that vitamin D deficiencies may impair muscle 
regeneration and perhaps more importantly this effect may occur even when vitamin D 
concentrations are around 50nmol/L. It is clear that much research is required on vitamin D 
and athletic performance with future studies likely to assess if different biological functions 
require differing vitamin D concentrations. Perhaps at present the best advice is to check 
athletes to ensure deficiencies are identified and corrected although we would add a word 
of caution that emerging work form our group is beginning to suggest that high dose 
supplementation, in non-deficient individuals, could have negative consequences related to 
the function of the vitamin D endocrine system. 
 
 
  
Antioxidants It is now well recognized that exercise-induced disruptions in skeletal muscle 
homeostasis regulate exercise adaptations with repeated activation [148, 149] (Figure 1) 
This is best exemplified by the notion that decreasing reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
generation with nutritional antioxidants, attenuates exercise-induced redox signalling, and 
thereby blunts exercise adaptation [150, 151]. Over the last decade research has therefore 
somewhat switched focus from looking at exercise-induced ROS generation as being 
damaging at all times with nutrition focused on prevent any increase in ROS production 
[152] to now appreciating this generation as being an essential signaling process in skeletal 
muscle adaptation [153, 154]. In the sport and exercise world, there is still a great deal of 
confusion when it come to exercise-induced ROS generation and as a consequence the 
advice often offered to athletic populations is at best misguided and at worst, detrimental to 
performance and even long term health [155].  Confusion generally stems from three major 
important issues: 
 
1. Inappropriate methodological techniques. ROS are facile species and are inherently 
difficult to measure directly [156]. Unfortunately, many of the assays in the sports 
science literature merely serve to create confusion as they are fundamentally ill 
suited to deciphering whether a compound with antioxidant activity is actually 
acting as an antioxidant. For example, the vast majority of sport science research 
has used blood markers of “total antioxidant status” an inappropriate assay to assay 
antioxidant status in vivo [157] or “TBARS” a purported marker of lipid peroxidation 
that is generated by several non-redox regulated means and is prone to 
methodological artefact to the extent that it is no longer recommended for use in 
the parent discipline [158]. It is therefore not surprising that inapposite conclusions 
are drawn when a non-specific antioxidant does or does not affect some non-
specific blood borne markers. To really advance this field of research sport science 
needs to collaborate with redox biologists and combine the skills of both sets of 
scientists. 
2. Antioxidants are heterogeneous [159] they work in distinct ways and importantly 
they do not solely regulate ROS. This is important because just because one is using 
an antioxidant it is not to say that it is acting as an antioxidant, which is especially 
important for nutritional antioxidants. To eliminate confusion we recommend that 
findings from one antioxidant or combination thereof are not automatically 
extrapolated to others [148]. 
3. Context: perhaps most importantly when formulating recommendations context is 
everything. For example, NAC blunts training adaptations [160] but enhances acute 
performance [161, 162]. Thus when adaptation is inconsequential (e.g., competitive 
events) short-term NAC supplementation may be beneficial although it should be 
stressed that effective doses may result in gastro-intestinal discomfort [161]. At 
present it may be best to consider exercise as 2 distinct outcomes, one being 
training adaptions and one being athletic performance and judge the need for 
supplementation based on the exact context of the required stimuli. There could 
also be a case for some polyphenolic compounds to be supplemented post-exercise, 
such as tart cherry juice [163] to attenuate muscle soreness although if this is 
through a direct scavenging effect remains unclear (see point 2 above and reference 
[148] for criteria that need to fulfilled to satisfy a scavenging affect).  
We recommend that more work is done to decipher whether nutritional antioxidants are in 
fact working in an antioxidant fashion and at present supplementation to athletes should be 
undertaken with caution. A final note is that to date there have been no data to suggest that 
eating high quality fruit and vegetables attenuates adaptations to exercise so it may be best 
to advise athletes to consume a high quality diet and avoid mega dose micronutrient 
supplementation, it really could be that simple [164]. 
 
 
 
4. Novel compounds  
 
4.1 Supporting endurance training adaptation  
 
  
(-)-Epicatechins. Consumption of dark chocolate has been reported to have multiple health 
benefits in humans [165]. The active ingredient of dark chocolate that appears to induce this 
metabolic remodeling is the cocoa-derived (-)-epicatechin. Noguiera et al. (2011) were the 
first to report that fifteen days (-)-epicatechin supplementation increased skeletal muscle 
fatigue resistance, mitochondrial volume and angiogenesis in mice compared to activity-
matched controls [166]. Importantly, (-)-epicatechin supplementation was not as potent as 
endurance exercise in remodeling skeletal muscle, however (-)-epicatechin supplementation 
in combination with exercise training had a synergistic effect. As such these results indicate 
that (-)-epicatechin supplementation may be a nutritional approach to enhance skeletal 
muscle adaptation to endurance training (Figure 1). The first translation of these rodent 
studies into human investigation was recently performed by Gutierrez-Salmean and 
colleagues (2014), who investigated the effects of epicatechin supplementation on post-
prandial fat metabolism in normal and overweight adults [167]. Following supplementation 
of (-)-epicatechin (1 mg/kg), participants displayed a lower RER, indicative of increased lipid 
oxidation. In addition, lower plasma glucose concentrations were observed following the 
supplementation [167]. From the available data, it would appear that cocoa-derived -(-
)epicatechin is a promising ergogenic aid for increasing mitochondrial biogenesis and lipid 
oxidation. However, it is currently unknown whether (-)-epicatechin supplementation can 
promote mitochondrial biogenesis and enhance endurance-training adaptation in human 
skeletal muscle. 
  
Nicotinamide riboside (NR). Vitamin B3 (niacin) is a naturally occurring substance found in 
meat, poultry, fish, eggs, and green vegetables [168]. Niacin is a combination of Nicotinic 
acid (NA) and nicotinamide (NAM), whereas Nicotinamide Riboside (NR) is a pyridine-
nucleoside form of niacin containing an associated ribose bond in addition to nicotinamide 
[168]. NR has garnered recent attention, as it is a direct precursor for NAD+ synthesis in 
skeletal muscle through the Nicotinamide Riboside Kinase 1/2 (NRK1/2) pathway [169]. As a 
dietary derived NAD+ donor in skeletal muscle, NR is thought to impact skeletal muscle 
mitochondrial function through the NAD+/SIRT1/PGC-1α signaling cascade [170] (Figure 1). 
Recently, Canto et al (2012) who showed that NR supplementation in C2C12 myotubes 
increased NAD+ content, whilst NR feeding to mice (400 mg/kg/day) resulted in modest 
increases in skeletal muscle NAD+ (~5%) following 1-week supplementation [171]. The 
authors proposed that the metabolic action of NR supplementation was mediated through 
SIRT1, as the adaptive response of C2C12 myotubes to NR supplementation was lost 
following SIRT1 siRNA mediated knockdown. Interestingly, NR supplementation protected 
mice from the deleterious effects of 8 weeks high fat feeding, principally through an 
increase in energy expenditure and a reduction in cholesterol levels [171]. In parallel to 
metabolic adaptation, endurance capacity also increased by ~25% in the NR supplemented 
mice, coupled to an increase in mitochondrial to nuclear DNA ratios (a marker of 
mitochondrial mass) and increased mitochondrial protein content. Thus NR supplementation 
appears capable of altering skeletal muscle NAD+ content which in turn increases skeletal 
muscle mitochondrial biogenesis through a SIRT1-dependent process [171] (Figure 1). To 
date, no studies have examined the effect of NR supplementation on mitochondrial 
adaptation in human skeletal muscle. 
  
Resveratrol. Resveratrol, a stilbenoid polyphenol, belongs to the phenylpropanoid family 
commonly found in red wine [172]. As the prototypical SIRT1 activator, numerous reports 
have identified resveratrol as a potent activator of mitochondrial biogenesis in skeletal 
muscle (Figure 1), in addition to protecting skeletal muscle from the deleterious effects of 
high fat feeding in mice [173]. Further, Resveratrol has been shown to promote fat oxidation 
and enhance endurance performance in mice [174]. Translational studies in obese male 
volunteers have suggested that 30 days resveratrol supplementation (150mg/day resVida) 
can reduce intrahepatic lipid content, circulating glucose, triglycerides, alanine-
aminotransferase, and inflammation markers in addition to improving estimates of insulin 
sensitivity [175]. In parallel resveratrol supplementation increased skeletal muscle citrate 
synthase activity without a change in mitochondrial content, and improved muscle 
mitochondrial respiration in response to a fatty acid-derived substrate [175]. As such, there 
is growing support that resveratrol may be a beneficial approach to remodel skeletal muscle 
in humans. Whilst the data from Timmers et al (2011) was encouraging, recently Scribbans 
and colleagues (2014) reported that resveratrol supplementation during exercise training in 
healthy individuals can result in a maladaptive response in exercise-stimulated gene 
expression [176]. In agreement with this observation, Gliemann et al. (2013) showed that 
resveratrol supplementation in combination with high-intensity training in older men not 
only blunted the increase in maximal oxygen uptake observed in the placebo group, but also 
eradicated the effects of the exercise to reduce low-density lipoprotein, total cholesterol 
and triglyceride concentrations in the blood [177]. Using a similar protocol, Olesen et al. 
(2014) recently showed that resveratrol supplementation also blunted training-induced 
decreases in protein carbonylation and tumour necrosis factor α (TNFα) mRNA within older 
individuals’ skeletal muscle [178]. Thus, there are clear discrepancies between cell, rodent 
and human studies investigating resveratrol supplementation and it is currently unclear as to 
why resveratrol supplementation may display a negative effect on whole body/skeletal 
muscle adaptation when combined with endurance-exercise training in healthy individuals. 
Certainly the human research to date suggests that resveratrol does not have the metabolic 
benefits in vivo as previously proposed in cell and rodent studies. Clearly further research 
into the overlapping effects of exercise and resveratrol in humans is warranted. 
 
4.2 Novel compounds supporting resistance training adaptations  
  
β-hydroxy β-methylbutyrate (HMB). As discussed in previous sections, the BCAA leucine is a 
potent regulator of protein balance in skeletal muscle [179]. As such, there has been 
considerable interest in the metabolism of leucine in skeletal muscle, and the design of 
nutritional approaches to maximize this signaling cascade in the context of resistance 
training adaptation [179]. One of the key leucine intermediates appears to be the derivative 
β-hydroxy β-methylbutyrate (HMB), which like leucine appears to have potent anabolic 
properties in skeletal muscle [179] (Figure 2). Supplementation of HMB (3g/day) has 
previously been shown to enhance gains in fat-free mass following 6 weeks of resistance 
training [180]. This adaptive response appeared to be mediated by prevention in exercise-
induced proteolysis (as assessed via urine 3-methylhistidine appearance), muscle damage 
and resulted in larger gains in muscle function associated with resistance training [180]. To 
examine the synergy between leucine and HMB-mediated increases in Myofibrillar Protein 
Synthesis (MPS), Wilkinson et al. (2013) directly compared the effects of leucine and HMB 
on [108]. Interestingly, the authors demonstrated that oral consumption of HMB (3.42 g 
free-acid (FA-HMB) providing 2.42 g of pure HMB) exhibited rapid bioavailability in plasma 
and muscle and, similarly to 3.42 g Leucine (Leu), stimulated muscle protein synthesis (MPS; 
HMB +70% vs. Leu +110%). HMB consumption also attenuated muscle protein breakdown 
(MPB; -57%) in an insulin-independent manner [108]. Further, HMB supplementation 
increased mTORC1 activity (as assessed via the phosphorylation of mTORC1 substrates 
S6K1Thr389 and 4E-BP1Ser65/Thr70 phosphorylation) in a similar manner to Leu, however mTORC1 
activation was more pronounced in the Leu group compared to HMB [108] suggesting that 
the mechanism of Leu action may function in additional processes compared to HMB (Figure 
2). Further long-term training studies are clearly warranted to assess the efficacy of HMB 
supplementation for use in human resistance-exercise training studies.  
 
Phosphatidic acid (PA). The diacyl-glycerophospholipid, Phosphatidic acid (PA) is a precursor 
for the synthesis of numerous lipids [181]. As such, PA plays a fundamental role in the 
regulation of cellular metabolism [181]. As discussed in previous sections, in addition to its 
metabolic role, PA has also emerged as a key signaling intermediate in skeletal muscle 
following the observation that PA can activate mTORC1 and by extension increase protein 
synthesis in vitro [182] (Figure 2). Whilst the interaction between PA and mTORC1 has been 
well established in cell and rodent models, the ability of PA to activate mTORC1 in human 
skeletal muscle is less clear. Recently, Hoffman et al. (2012) examined whether the oral 
ingestion (750mg/day) of a commercially available PA supplement (MediatorTM: Chemi 
Nutra, USA) could enhance adaptation to an 8-week resistance-training program [183]. 
Following the training period, the authors reported a 12.7% increase in squat strength and a 
2.6% increase in LBM in the PA group, compared to a 9.3% improvement in squat strength 
and a 0.1% change in LBM in the placebo group. In a subsequent study from the same group, 
Joy et al. (2014) reported that in contrast to their previous study [183], PA supplementation 
(750mg/day) during 8 weeks resistance training lead to significant increases in lean body 
mass (+2.4 kg), skeletal muscle cross sectional area (+1.0 cm), and leg press strength 
(+51.9 kg) when compared to placebo [184]. Finally, Mobley et al (2015) recently examined 
the effect of PA, whey protein concentrate (WPC) and a combination of PA+WPC 
administration on acute signaling responses in rat skeletal muscle [185]. Interestingly, WPC 
ingestion was the only intervention that significantly increased MPS 3h post administration, 
whilst PA actually lead to an ~50% reduction in the WPC-mediated MPS response. Thus, 
based on the current data available, it would appear that PA supplementation (750mg/day) 
might enhance resistance training mediated increases in mass and function (Figure 2). 
However, the fact that PA has also been reported to have no effect on resistance training 
[183], or even have a negative effect on WPC-stimulated protein synthesis would suggest 
that further, well controlled human studies are required to define the role of PA 
supplementation in skeletal muscle adaptation to resistance training in humans. 
  
Ursolic acid (UA). Ursolic acid (UA) is a natural, water-insoluble, pentacyclic triterpenoid 
carboxylic acid found widely in leaf extracts including rosemary plant and holy basil [186]. 
Interest in the efficacy of UA as a nutritional aid to augment muscle mass has sparked 
following the observations from Kunkel et al (2011) that UA supplementation in mice (200 
mg / kg via i.p. injection twice daily for 7 days) reduced muscle atrophy following 
denervation, whilst 5 weeks of supplemented diet (0.27% UA) induced hypertrophy [187]. 
UA appeared to mediate its effects through enhancement of insulin/IGF-I signaling and a 
reduction in the expression of the atrophy-associated genes MuRF1 and MAFbx [187] 
(Figure 2). Ogasawara et al (2013) recently reported that UA administration enhanced 
S6K1Thr389 phosphorylation 6 hours following a single bout of resistance exercise in rats [188], 
indicating that UA might also enhance mTORC1 activity in skeletal muscle. Whether UA 
administration promotes skeletal muscle hypertrophy in human skeletal muscle is less clear. 
Bang et al. (2014) recently reported that supplementation of UA (1350mg/day) reduced 
body fat percentage, increased maximal leg strength and IGF-1 activation following 8 weeks 
resistance training in healthy male participants [189]. However, a recent study failed to 
translate the findings from Ogasawara et al (2013) into humans, with the observation that 
UA ingestion (3000mg) had no effect on AktThr308, IGF-1Try1131, S6KThr389 or mTORC1Ser2448 
phosphorylation following a single bout of resistance exercise [190]. Therefore, it is 
presently unclear whether UA supplementation in humans can reproduce the anti-atrophy 
or pro-hypertrophic data reported previously [187]. However, given the potent effect of UA 
in rodent skeletal muscle, future translational research in humans is clearly warranted.  
 
5. Summary and future directions  
 
It is clear that sport nutrition is rapidly evolving and we are now entering a new era, one that 
could be best described as “targeted nutritional periodization”. In terms of nutrition and the 
elite athlete it is essential that the purpose of the exercise session is clearly defined in the 
days and hours prior to the session in order to maximize performance or adaptation. It is 
also essential that coaches and athletes appreciate that the nutritional strategies to enhance 
performance or adaptation are quite different and at times are not always compatible. This 
is perhaps best demonstrated by the growing literature that carbohydrate restriction may 
enhance mitochondrial biogenesis and potentially long term adaption although it may also 
impair performance in a given training session.  This growing need for “targeted nutritional 
periodization” requires that sports teams work with sport nutritionists / dieticians who have 
a solid understanding of exercise biochemistry to allow such strategies to be correctly 
implemented and is also beginning to highlight the need for sporting teams to employ full 
time nutrition support.  
 
Despite the growing research in sport nutrition this review has highlighted that there 
remains many unanswered questions, which must be addressed to further improve athletic 
performance. These questions include, but are not limited to 1) What is the best way to 
implement the train low (carbohydrate) strategy, 2) are there scenarios where fat adaption 
may enhance performance and if so how long does it take to fat adapt, 3) will the novel 
compounds that are emerging in rodent models translate to human performance, 4) given 
that the vast majority of research is on non elite performers, how much of this review 
directly translates to the elite athlete? These questions, amongst many others, will no doubt 
be addressed in the coming years ultimately helping athletes to continually be “Citius, 
Altius, Fortius”. 
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